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TYPE A1 AMBULANCE



New transformation 
techniques  
for ambulances.

The CPI technology (Compact Plus Integrate) is the 
fusion of the used systems in lining, furniture and 
insulation, with the most advanced materials of the 
market. With it, we leave behind all the problems 
bringing in the use of glass fibre and polyurethane.

This process includes AA + mat, which reduces 
the burden of visual work to avoid reflections inside 
the ambulance and increases the uniformity of the 
surfaces. At the same time, the projection of the 
ecological high density polyurethane Greensir, is 
inserted into the structural reinforcements to form 
a compact unit that can integrate the furniture in 
the lining.

The result is a compact system with the structural 
properties of the fibre and all the advantages of 
thermoformed ABS. With the projected polyurethane, 
we get the insulation of the whole surface, as well as 
a significant reduction in weight, angles, corners and 



edges. We also get a smooth surface, easy to clean, 
durable and without vibration.

To complete the renovation project, InvestAuto 
incorporates a new range of furniture Bereco, an 
ecological and light plywood of low density and high 
strength, ideal to change the style of the modular 
cabinet mixing shelves and separations with 
different thicknesses.

Remarkable features
 > Integrated air conditioning and heating.
 > Panoramic glass in the cabin separation.
 > Button panel integrated into the roof.

 > Transfers chair in the separation.
 > Bottles of oxygen on the head.
 > Spoon stretcher under the stretcher cart.

Results
 > Reduction of vibration.
 > Reduction of weight.
 > More robust and durable.
 > Ease of cleaning.
 > Reduction of corners with rounded edges.
 > Ease of assembly and disassembly.
 > 100% recovery (amortization through renting).
 > Compliance 10G according to European 

standards.



INVESTAUTO
18B Sovetskaya street,

Nizhny Novgorod, Russia

+7 (831) 415-00-59 

info@autozavod.com 
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